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Integrated flow wrapping system headlines Hayssen’s Pack 
Expo 2016 lineup 
 

DUNCAN, S.C. — Oct. 4, 2016 — Hayssen Flexible Systems technology 
will be on display in booth #S-2100 at Pack Expo 2016, Nov. 6-9 in 
Chicago. One of the flexible packaging firm’s most notable products is 
an integrated flow wrap system in conjunction with Thiele 
Technologies.  
 
Hayssen Flexible Systems and Thiele Technologies are two of a 
number of Barry-Wehmiller companies represented in BW Packaging 
Solutions. These companies can collectively provide a single piece of 
equipment to fully-integrated, tailor-made packing solutions for a 
wide range of industries, including: food and beverage, personal care, 
container manufacturing, pharmaceutical and medical devices, 
household products, paper products and textiles, industrial and 
automotive, and converting, printing and publishing. 
 

The integrated system features a Rose Forgrove Integra Flow Wrapper and Streamfeeder TF 1250 Friction Feeder. The friction 
feeder advances a square card onto the flow wrap conveyor, where the product is then placed on top of the cards and fed into 
the flow wrapper. Wrapped product will lastly feed into a Thiele ITL Integrated Top Load Case Packer. Collaboration with Thiele 
Technologies also includes the Sandiacre Novus VFFS, which will be shown running EZ Stand bags. Integrated with a Yamato 
Omega scale, this continuous motion system will feature a revolutionary flexible film innovation, EZ-Stand, from Innoflex and 
Hudson-Sharp, a Thiele Technologies company. EZ-Stand is a pre-applied bottom gusset on a roll that can easily produce stand-
up pouches on a Hayssen VFFS machine. 
 
Hayssen’s ever-growing product line includes various horizontal and vertical form-fill-seal machines. All of the following Hayssen 
packaging machines will be demonstrated continuously throughout the show: 
 
Merlin Blu Flow Wrapper  – This model from the Rose Forgrove line features hygienic and easy-to-clean design suitable for a 
wide range of challenging industries. Features Tool-less removal of guarding allowing easy access for cleaning, sloped tops and 

rounded legs to minimize debris build up and a ‘No product - no bag’ feature 
which minimizes film waste. 
 
Hayssen Ultima VFFS with Servo Jaws – Suited for produce packaging 
environments, the rugged and dependable Ultima now features new servo 
jaw actuation and sanitary frame design. Integrated with an Ishida Produce 
Scale. 
 
Schib CO140INT Flow Wrapper – Featuring Intermittent Motion HFFS 
Technology, this machine is extremely flexible and dependable, ideal for use 
in the non-food industry. It can run a variety of items including tall, long and 
heavy products as well as product kits. Applications include automotive, 

hardware and electrical, plastic, pharma/medical items and many others. At Pack Expo, the machine will be 
running pipes, joints and other plastic components for the hydraulic industry, by using LDPE film. 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
For additional information, please contact: 
Lacy Cooper, Marketing Coordinator 
lacy.cooper@hayssen.com 

http://www.bwpackagingsolutions.com/
http://www.bwpackagingsolutions.com/
http://www.hayssen.com/flexible-packaging-solutions/hffs-flow-wrappers/rose-forgrove-integra
http://www.streamfeeder.com/products/packaging_series.htm
http://www.thieletech.com/products/cartoning-case-packing/im-case-and-tray-packers---top-load/salwasser-top-load-casepacker
http://hayssen.com/flexible-packaging-solutions/vffs-baggers/continuous-motion-baggers/novus-doy-quad
http://www.hudsonsharp.com/Hudson-Sharp.php?CID=10156&PID=1002
http://hayssen.com/flexible-packaging-solutions/hffs-flow-wrappers/rose-forgrove-merlin
http://hayssen.com/flexible-packaging-solutions/vffs-baggers/intermittent-motion-baggers/ultima-sv
http://www.schib.it/en/machines/10/CO-130-INT---CO-140-INT
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Simionato Logic 35 Quad VFFS  –  A complete packaging system from the Simionato line, the Logic bagger will be running quad 
seal stand-up bags with an integrated zipper system. Product will be fed by a Simionato RCW 14-head scale. 
 
In Sealstrip booth #6013 in North Hall  –  A remanufactured Ultima 12-16 integrated with 5H Volumetric will be running stand up 
pouches featuring custom printed Peel&Seal & FreshPak innovations from Sealstrip. Hayssen’s remanufactured equipment is 
“like new” condition, with the same comprehensive factory warranty as new machines. 
 
BW Packaging Solutions encompasses a number of Barry-Wehmiller businesses – Accraply, BW Container Systems, Design Group, 
Hayssen Flexible Systems, Paper Converting Machine Company, Pneumatic Scale Angelus, Synerlink and Thiele Technologies. At 
Pack Expo 2016 in booth S-2100, BW Packaging Solutions will host a “Packaging Challenge” forum and special appearances by 
Barry-Wehmiller CEO Bob Chapman, who recently released his book, Everybody Matters: The Extraordinary Power of Caring For 
Your People Like Family. 
 

ABOUT HAYSSEN FLEXIBLE SYSTEMS 
Hayssen Flexible Systems specializes in advanced flexible packaging technologies and services for a broad range of markets worldwide and is a 
dominant player in the candy, nut, bakery, snack food, frozen food, fresh produce and cheese industries. From its U.S.-based packaging 
technology center and packaging laboratory, Hayssen Flexible Systems remains at the leading edge of technology in its field, developing new 
advancements in vertical and horizontal form-fill-seal packaging machinery, horizontal flow wrapping machinery and computer combination 
weighing technology. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, 
sheeting and paper converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven 
growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $2+ billion organization with 11,000-plus team members united by a common belief:  to use the power 
of business to build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his new book, Everybody Matters: 
The Extraordinary Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to barrywehmiller.com. 

http://hayssen.com/flexible-packaging-solutions/vffs-baggers/intermittent-motion-baggers/logic-s
http://hayssen.com/customer-services/remanufactured-equipment
http://everybodymattersbook.com/
http://everybodymattersbook.com/
http://www.barrywehmiller.com/home

